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As the Covid-19 pandemic sweeps across the planet, the whole world has gone into 

quarantine which has led to the shutting-down of schools. In lieu of the reduction in the 

number of working days in Term I and keeping in view the amount of syllabus to be 

completed during the 1st Term, various schools have adapted 

various remedial strategies to cope up with the loss. JHCS – 

Shamirpet, on its part, went a step ahead in conducting virtual 

classes by using Google classroom which got integrated with 

Google Meet as a digital platform from Nursery to Grade 10 in 

an effort to make up with the loss. The innovative step stood 

out to be a great success for the students and the parents- 

who showed a keen interest in adapting to this novel 

approach by   making the  necessary arrangements to enable 

their wards to attend the virtual classes every day. Kudos to the parents!!! 

                                                                                                                                   Ms. Shivaranjani 
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“A Parent is a Teacher at home and a Teacher is a Parent in school 

and the Child is the center of our Universe”. 

An Orientation Program was organized for the parents of Nursery, LKG and UKG on 13th 

June, 2020. The aim was to familiarize the parents with the Google Meet, Pre-recorded 

Videos, Curriculum, Rules and 

Regulations of  School and the 

Activities- which we would be 

implementing during the virtual 

classes. 

A welcome note was given by Ms. 

Deepika and introduced Principal, 

Ms. Saikumari Shankar to parents. 

The Principal of JHCS, Shamirpet   

spoken   a few lines about Dr. 

Chenraj Roychand, Chairman of 

JGI Groups, Dr. Chandrashekar DP, 

CEO & Dr. K. Lakshmi Rao, 

Academic Director, She also 

introduced  the parents to the  Class Teachers of Nursery, LKG and UKG and (IT Faculty) Ms. 

Shivaranjani .Ms. Deepika elucidated  the PEARL curriculum, Time Table, Pre-recorded 

Videos and shared Mail Id’s and Class Codes with parents. She also gave necessary  tips for 

break time and ground rules for digital classroom and usage of  gadgets for an effective 

digital learning. 

Ms. Shivaranjani (IT Faculty) explained to the parents about the digital apps like Google 

Meet, Google Calendar and Google Classroom. She also explained  how to login through 

Laptop, Cell Phone and Desk Top from Google calendar by using Google Meet link. She has 

demonstrated how to upload the assignments in Google Classroom. The Session was 

concluded by our Principal, Ms. Saikumari Shankar, who readily answered the questions 

asked by the parents. The Orientation Program ended on a good note with an aim of growing 

our children into happy, skillful and creative citizens.                Ms.M.R. Deepika 
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The morning sets the day 

and the assembly paves 

the way for our students 

to rejuvenate their spirits, 

remain rooted in the 

moral values and unleash 

their vitality. 

The serene early morning 

hour welcomes one and 

all to the school campus as 

the premise resounds 

with the school prayer, 

pledge, school song 

followed by the thought 

and word for the day and National Anthem. Morning Assembly is conducted by presenting 

a PPT with attractive images related to the content of assembly. We believe that the morning 

assembly plays an incredible role to: develop a feeling of affiliation and unity among 

students; aid the students to 

develop a sense of identity and 

loyalty to the school; help and 

encourage the students to share 

their experiences, stories, 

anecdotes etc. with others; 

facilitate National Integration and 

unity through prayer meetings; 

help to nurture the sense of 

patriotism and take pride in our 

rich culture and heritage. 

“Every child is a flower of its own kind and all together they make this world a beautiful 

garden.                                                                                                               Ms.M.Sreelatha        
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Morning assembly is the most serene feature of the school where students learn the value 

of collective prayer and are exposed to the need to inculcate moral, ethical and intellectual 

values. To infuse these values, the students of grade 9 conducted a special assembly on the 

“World Asteroid Day on 30th  June 2020. They prepared a PPT and a video on asteroids 

which were played 

during the assembly. 

Sindhuja and 

Dhanasree explained 

the importance of 

World Asteroid Day as 

it is observed globally 

each year at the 

anniversary of the 

Tunguska impact over 

Siberia Russian 

Federation on June 30, 

1998 and to raise public 

awareness about the 

asteroid impact hazard. 

The students of grade 9 

came up with creative ideas to promote awareness and provide knowledge to our students 

about the asteroids and the role they play in our solar system in our day-to-day life.  

The assembly was theme based, well planned and 

carefully conducted under the abled guidance of 

grade 9 class teacher.  

                                          Ms.M.Sreelatha 
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Yoga is an ancient physical, mental and spiritual practice that originated in India. The word 

‘yoga’ derives from Sanskrit and means to join or to unite, symbolizing the union of body 

and consciousness. 

Today it is practiced in various forms around the world and continues to grow in popularity. 

Recognizing its universal appeal, on 11 December 2014, the United Nations proclaimed 21 

June as the International Day of Yoga by resolution 69/131. 

The International Day of Yoga aims to raise awareness of the many benefits of practicing 

yoga.  

The draft resolution establishing the 

International Day of Yoga was proposed 

by India and endorsed by a record 175 

member states. The proposal was first 

introduced by Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi in his address during the opening 

of the 69th session of the General 

Assembly, in which he said: “Yoga is an 

invaluable gift from our ancient 

tradition. Yoga embodies unity of 

mind,body and thought and action. A 

holistic approach  is valuable to our 

health and our well-being. Yoga is not 

just about exercise; it is a way to discover 

the sense of oneness with yourself, the 

world and the nature.” 

The resolution notes “the importance of individuals and populations making healthier 

choices and following lifestyle patterns that foster good health.” In this regard, the World 

Health Organization has also urged its member states to help their citizens reduce physical 

inactivity, which is among the top ten leading causes of death worldwide, and a key risk 

factor for non-communicable diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases, cancer and 

diabetes.              B.N.V.K Srija 
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నాన్నకుపే్రమతో ... 

నాన్న అంటే రండక్షరాల పదం. కానీ, అది వంద 

కోట్ల తో సమాన్మైన్ పరమారథ ం. నాన్న అంటే 

ధైరయం ఓ భరోసా. అమ్మ న్వమాసాలు మోసి 

జన్మనిసే్త ,నాన్న తన్ బ్ర తుకంతా ధారపోసి 

జీవితానిన ఇసేాడు.  సాారధ ం లేని ప్రర మ్తో గండెలపై 

ఆడంచి బ్ర తుకు దారి చూప్ర మారగ దరిి. కషా్టల్లల  

నిబ్బరంగా, ఆపదల్ల ధైరయంగా  తీరిిదిదే్దది తండ్రర . 

నాన్న ప్రర మ్, తాయగం, ఓర్పు వెలకటా్లేనిది. 

భవిష్యతేుకు బాట్లు పరిచి గమాయనిన చేర్చి 

స్ఫూరిి పర దాత నాన్న. ఎనిన కషా్టలు ఉనాన 

పిలల లతో చిన్నపిల్లల డల్ల మారి ఆడుకుంటాడడు. 

మ్న్ం గెలిచిన్ప్పుడు అందరికీ చెపిు మ్న్ం 

ఓడన్ప్పుడు మ్న్ భుజానిన తటా్ట మ్ళ్లల  

గెలుసేావులే అని ధైరయం చెప్రు వాడ్ర నాన్న. మ్న్ 

భవిష్యతేు కోసం  తన్ ప్రర ణానిన పణంగా పటా్ట 

రకిానిన చెమ్ట్ చుకకలు గా మారిి తన్ 

జీవితానిన ధారపోసి మ్న్కు జీవితానిన ఇసేాడు. 

మ్న్ల్లని ల్లప్రలను సరి చేసే్ఫ మ్న్ భవిష్యతేుకు 

ప్పనాదులు వేసే్ఫ, మ్న్ గమాయనికి దారి చూప్ర వాడ్ర 

నాన్న. అందుకే, మా నాన్న అంటే నాకు చాల్ల 

ఇషా్ం. 

 

నేతివరి్షత,                                             

10 వతరగతి 

 

विश्िसंगीतदििस। 

21 जून, यानन निश्व संगीत नििस। इस नििस 
की शुरुआत सन 1982 में फ्ांस में हुई थी 
नजसका शे्रय तात्कानिक सांसृ्कनतक मंत्री “श्री 
जैक िो” को जाता है, िरअसि फ्ांस का 
हर िूसरा व्यक्ति संगीत से नकसी-न-नकसी 
रूप में जुड़ा हुआ है, चाहे िह गाता हो या 
कोई िाद्य बजाता हो, संगीत चाहे शास्त्रीय हो 
या सुगम, िेशी हो या नििेशी। फ्ांसीनसयो ंकी 
संगीत के प्रनत नििानगी की हि को िेखते 
हुए 21 जून 1982 को आनिकाररक रूप से 
संगीत-नििस की घोषणा हुई थी और िीरे-
िीरे अब यह समूचे निश्व में मनाया जाने िगा 
है। 21 जून 1982 को फ्ांस में पहिी बार 
निश्व संगीत नििस मनाया गया था। िततमान 
में निश्व के िगभग 110 िेश प्रनतिषत इसे बड़े 
ही उल्लासपूणत ढंग से इस नििस को मनाते 
हैं। संगीतज्ञ पुरुषोत्तम शमात के मुतानबक 
हर राग में रोग ननरोिक क्षमता है। 

 

 

 

एन .धनश्री 

कक्षा :९ 

 

 

https://bharatdiscovery.org/india/%E0%A4%B0%E0%A4%BE%E0%A4%97
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